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Tor network



Protection of sources is a journalist’s duty





TRY.GLOBALEAKS.ORG 

https://try.globaleaks.org




MANY OTHERS

https://mexicoleaks.mx 
PubLeaks Mexico (w/multiple Mexican Media, financed by Free Press Unlimited 

with organization by Association Whistleblowing Press)

https://mexicoleaks.mx




Pilot Project
https://www.icc-cpi.int/carII

Amnesty International 
(Saudi Arabia) - AMLEA
https://www.amlea.org 

Human Rights Violations Reporting

https://www.icc-cpi.int/carII
https://www.amlea.org


Whistleblowing...everywhere

https://www.globaleaks.org/implementations/ 

+25 languages
+200 projects worldwide

https://www.globaleaks.org/implementations/


"What I'm doing is 
self-interested."

"I don't want to live in a world 
where there's no privacy and 

therefore no room for 
intellectual exploration and 

creativity."



Di Sage Ross - Flickr: Boston Wiki Meetup, CC BY-SA 2.0





Definition of (cyber) security?



A state of security is the absence
of unmitigatable surprise. (Dan Geer)



Cyber-weapons as a form of magic, and 
why we can't code our way to a safer 

internet

Marcelo Rinesi   Apr 17, 2018   blog.rinesi.com   

http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/bio/rinesi/
https://blog.rinesi.com/cyber-weapons-as-a-form-of-magic-and-why-we-cant-code-our-way-to-a-safer-internet/


«A cyber-weapon isn’t a thing, but a skill.
[...] but the technical knowledge of how to identify and exploit a set of 
systems, written clearly enough that a computer can do it. It’s a recipe that 
can make millions of copies of itself even as it bakes the cake it describes, and even if all copies 
were to be deleted, all it would take to recreate it is a single person with the technical knowledge 

writing it down again. »

«It’s a poem that, written down, unread by human eyes, causes 
havoc in the real world »

Marcelo Rinesi   Apr 17, 2018   blog.rinesi.com   

http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/bio/rinesi/
https://blog.rinesi.com/cyber-weapons-as-a-form-of-magic-and-why-we-cant-code-our-way-to-a-safer-internet/


Thanks for your time, there's never 
enough.

Alessandro Luongo
 (twitter: @scinawa ) 

https://luongo.pro

https://luongo.pro/about


● Cybersecurity and the Concept of Norms  Martha 
Finnemore November 30, 2017

● What happen when cyberweapons gets leaked on the 
internet?
○ @nex on alor :*  
○ Elite spies used leaked Hacking Team code to 

learn techniques and hide attacks Chris Bing 
March 7, 2017

○ A rubicon - Dan Geer  - February 2 2018

#README

http://carnegieendowment.org/2017/11/30/cybersecurity-and-concept-of-norms-pub-74870
http://carnegieendowment.org/experts/1215
http://carnegieendowment.org/experts/1215
https://twitter.com/botherder/status/620371132944789504
https://www.cyberscoop.com/elite-spies-used-leaked-hacking-team-code-learn-techniques-hide-attacks/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/elite-spies-used-leaked-hacking-team-code-learn-techniques-hide-attacks/
https://www.hoover.org/research/rubicon

